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Mikhail Lylov, V. Khlebnikov for the birds (detail), 2014. Digital print on archival paper, 8 x 5 in.


Anna Elise Johnson, Scale as evidence, 2014. Graphite, spray paint and Gesso on paper, 9 x 12 in.

Gabriel Martinez, Untitled, 2014. Silver point on paper, 7 x 10 in.

Lauren Moya Ford, Harvest, 2014. Ink and Gouache on paper, 10 x 10 in.
Linear Imaginations travels with drawings by Gego through the works of four artists that explore sensibilities belonging to the autopoietic entanglements of their materials and forms. From ground brick worked into linen that organizes an irregular surface through its creases without making reference to an external frame or structure, to a barricade whose structure is suggested by memories found between its disparate components, the exhibition seeks to connect these artists to the metamorphic de- and re-formations that come out of Gego's application of the line. Gego is known for her line's movements between object and plane, fore- and background, which destabilize the structural hierarchies that distinguish contours from contents, or forms from the matters at hand. Without using Gego's work as a model for comparison, a representational grid or unit of measurement, the works are perspective elaborations of a line's experiential capacities, ways of sensing and feeling.

Art historian Monica Amor has described Gego's works on paper as “diagrams of dispersed that celebrate the margins, interstices, and the layering of the lines, on the one hand undoing the self-sufficiency and semantic transparency of the line, and on the other underscoring the necessarily contextual nature of meaning.” The exhibition starts from these lines of Gego's that do not simply pass through a pre-figured or ideal space but, rather, fold perceiving fields and figures out of and into the texture of a surface. It begins with a line whose degree of angles, speeds, and densities, as mathematician and gay activist Gilles Chatelet put it, "evades an abstraction that seizes mobility from and grants mobility to beings." In the lithograph, Coordinantes, this abstraction that fixes and imposes activity is skewed by movements of the very delineation that would otherwise make out a stable frame of reference: a grid describing and calculating trajectories as interchangeable dots, regardless of how or where they are headed. Distributed according to the curves of the axis, the dots in Gego's work instead imply a moving landscape of distances and depths generated by velocities and directions. We see a plane of lived experience or qualitative vision, of a line's movement, or of the fuchsia that Gego chose.

Chatelet was interested in diagrams insofar as they convey the differential intensions of a movement. Opposed to movement's actual extension, intensions withhold qualities from spatial expression: perhaps the saturation of a color, or the direction of a line that remains incalculably oblique to any fixed coordinates of perception and desire. One has to sink into or follow trajectories that make out the complexity of matter, indicating that it is among the many determinations and relations that lay coiled in concrete bodies that one finds an abstraction suitable to describe Gego's drawing (a medium whose preliminarity she utilized to question the privilege that geometry gives to mass and volume). Perhaps an answer to the question, "what does a line that makes no distinction between figure and ground mean to see?" is provided by Gego's untitled lithograph also included in this exhibition. Its familiar figure is nevertheless hard to place, since its sparse articulation sketches a reduced form that does not identify any unity of diverse bodies. Somewhere between a winged creature and a human, the singular animal's mimetic capacity consists rather in the proximity of these different forms brought about by a shared intensión, both outlining and dispersing its appearance.

In Lauren Moya Ford's watercolor that plays on domesticated "still life," the chromatic, floating qualities of the line are not the same as the vase or plant. And in her ink paintings referencing the cross-cut stones described in sociologist and essayist Roger Caillois's book The Writings of Stones, the surface that cuts through the rock composite septaria's asymmetrical development in three dimensions is necessary for encountering the lines, revealing an always contingent landscape or animal among the totality of movements accumulated by the rock. Caillois was sensitive to the relation between irregularity and figuration in the linear development of rocks, stating that the movements they record lay claim to and mobilize the imagination, creating an experience of recognizable, yet never seen, landscapes and animals that are unique to the rock. While Moya Ford has painted a septaria of chaotic developments, the exhibition includes one of these rocks, out of which a strange similarity appears, without reference to any force but its own intentions, its layering conglomerations, pressures, and chemical reactions.

To follow the line into marginal zones, in which there is no structural totality or established utility, is both an artistic privilege and a necessary strategy for science. Deleuze and Guattari speak of partial observers in science, functions and concepts whose role is "to perceive and to experience, although these perceptions and affections are not those of a man, in the currently accepted sense, but belong to the thing studied." Interdisciplinary interests and sensibilities are reflected in Gabriel Martinez's silver point drawings, in which values such as shading and darkening are abstracted from their modeling functions and distributed across the plane. The different tonal variations of the drawings
undergo changes in hue when the silver markings oxidize, producing a chromatic effect that Martinez says “draws attention to the chaotic processes at work.” These “sculptural fields of chemical activity” are durational rather than spatial, potential more than actual, applied with intention and skill but without control over their uncertain process. The drawings’ different value systems, or ways of estimating bodies and corresponding them to a surface, might be unified in a more representational work. In Martinez’s series, however, they follow independent trajectories that are difficult to extract from their messy materiality. Meanwhile, his use of silver point—a material that was privileged for crafting perspective works before graphite became so widely available—alters the entwined histories of economic abstraction and the ideal geometry used to represent dimensional bodies in distinction from their milieu. The increased extraction of graphite from the earth supplied the material for increasingly gestural styles of drawing.

In the work of Anna Elise Johnson, we find similar concerns. In Scale as evidence, her drawing of a rock thrown at guardhouses along the Mexico border, Johnson’s minute attention to detail shows the incompatibility of micro and macro scales, lived experience and the order of things. Asking if shooting is a justified response to the measurements taken of thrown rocks collected by government and vigilante border patrols, Johnson points rhetorically to the arbitrariness of rulers that ignore the rough quality of a rock’s surface, as it is laid out on a continuous plane: a rock of perception and experience uninterrupted by estimations of what the rock is, where it begins and ends. For Lylov, this is not a question of liberating excess from the constraint of mental ideals so much as implicating the act of recording. In a process that echoes Gego’s association of drawing with the coiled richness of real space, Lylov transposes onto paper the crevices of rocks, alongside the lines of their figures, and again folds the surfaces into geometric objects. The three-dimensional symmetry discontinues and connects patterns while past demarcations run like paths across the sculptures’ rhombuses and triangles. The provisional result, presented on the surface of a photograph, is a version of totality not predicated on seamlessness between material and form. It is, rather, a question of abstraction as recomposition, movement, and projection, as opposed to fixation.

Lylov’s work makes reference to the Levallois technique, a paleolithic method for stone knapping that archeologists claim displays signs of abstract thinking in early man. The theory was proven in part by archeologists, who recreated the technique under shop-floor like conditions. Subjected to Taylorist appreciation, the method held up to industrial systems of production, and the dawn of human civilization could be said to predict the rise of industry, insofar as intelligence was described in extensive, quantifiable terms. Today science operates quite differently. Failures to compute artificial intelligences have led to the use of cellular automata, the artificial lives of a body that, as philosopher of science Isabelle Stengers writes, “evolves toward stable forms of behaviour that belongs only to itself, which the maker may acknowledge but about which he has no more sensation of devising.” The process acknowledges that evolutionary processes are not dominated by a selection of any one kind of intelligence, seeking forms of life without reference to the particular examples that have evolved on earth. In coupling elements, “the creator is interested in behaviour that is already qualified, already endowed with a relatively robust landscape of possibilities ‘emerging’ from that coupling.”

We may recognize in Stengers’s description the performative quality of Gego’s line, or the fields and figures created in-between them, just as the cellular automata included in this exhibition alludes to the style of Gego’s drawings. The focus on “emergence” seems to fit a search for sociabilities different from the one in which reduction or coding of excesses such as noise, pleasure, and ornament defines elements and individuals in relation to the state of things. To rephrase Chatelet, however, the question is how now which emerges can enjoy itself as the surplus produced in the relations between people and things. By focusing not just on what autopoietic developments bring about, but also exploring the acts of recording that honor them, the artists in this exhibition situate a polemic as they traverse science, politics and aesthetics. They relate fields of practice, while keeping their distance.
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